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The fuel for Interoperability
The Present of MLE’s
MLE’s are dead! Long live PLE’s!?
No, MLE’s get additional requirements
Open architecture
Open standards
Open source software
Open University

All learners should be able to shape their own PLE’s
First steps to get more open?
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How OUNL is going on …

Institutional track

- Personalizing MLEs
  Implementing user centered services
  Educational Networks, Implementing Rating & Annotating and more …

Research track

- Informal PLEs
  Experimental setups
  Data Mining, Natural Language Processing, Awareness Systems, Recommender Systems
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Results
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Many thanks for your interested!

This slide is available under:
http://www.slideshare.com/Drachsler

Email: hendrik.drachsler@ou.nl
Skype: hendrik.drachsler
Blogging at: http://elgg.ou.nl/hdr/weblog
Twittering at: http://twitter.com/HDrachsler
For the Audience …

• To what extend should MLE’s open up themselves?

• MLE’s are dead long live the PLE’s?

• Institutions have to present their self in social systems like del.icio.us and facebook?

• Change the current business model towards a knowledge broking also to other resources?
Do you want more …visit us at our CELSTEC stand C100 at the Wintergarten